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major business Industrial Electronic Equipment Repair&Industrial Electronic Equipment Failure Prediction 
Solution

Engstok Co., Ltd. is a specialized industrial electronic equipment repair company that offers maintenance services for 
inverters, PLCs, HMIs, controllers, servo drives, and all other electronic equipment used in industrial settings. Currently, we are 
developing an industrial electronic equipment failure prediction solution based on eight years of collected equipment repair 
data.

www.emgstok.com

» Direct Repair Service
When equipment failures occur in industrial settings, Engstok provides direct repair services. Our team of specialized 
engineers in various fields performs these repair services directly, ensuring swift resolutions

» Domestic and International Discontinued Product Procurement Service
We specialize in sourcing rare domestic and international parts and industrial electronics through our global partner 
network, ensuring top-quality products at competitive prices. With one interaction, you gain access to a full service, from 
sourcing to delivery

» Industrial Electronic Equipment Predictive Maintenance AI Solution
AI predicting equipment lifespan via real-time data is shifting to proactive maintenance, reducing downtime, and enhancing 
industrial efficiency

Technical Capacity 

Products
In factories and industrial settings dominated by foreign-made equipment, Engstok 
offers comprehensive inspection and repair services for equipment failures. Our 
team of specialized engineers conducts direct repair services, saving both time and 
costs compared to sending products overseas for repairs. This maintenance service 
also helps mitigate on-site economic losses through prompt repair solutions

Direct Repair Service

Description

When you need hard-to-find discontinued domestic and international parts and 
industrial electronic equipment, Engstok offers cost-effective procurement services. 
Leveraging our global partner network, we provide a comprehensive one-stop 
solution, including sourcing, inspection, importing, and delivery, making it easy to 
overcome seller challenges, trust overseas vendors, and navigate complex customs 
procedures

Domestic and International 
Discontinued Product 
Procurement Service

Description

Industrial Electronic Equipment 
Predictive Maintenance 

AI Solution

We’re developing an advanced solution for industrial electronic equipment, 
utilizing real-time data and AI to proactively detect issues, identify faults, and 
predict equipment lifespan. This marks a shift from post-maintenance to proactive 
prevention, aiming to reduce downtime and improve efficiency in various 
industries, including manufacturing

Description




